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The powerful German battle cruiser Scharnhorst was stalked and engaged on Boxing Day 1943 by a superior
Allied naval task force off the North Cape of Norway. In pitch darkness and mountainous seas, British

warships led by HMS Duke of York and HMS Belfast engaged Scharnhorst in a clash of the titans that saw
the pride of the German Navy sent to the bottom of the Barents Sea with heavy loss of life among its crew of
the 2000 or so men onboard, only 36 were saved. In 2000, the Norwegian writer and investigative journalist,
Alf R. Jacobsen, led the expedition that found and filmed the wreck of the Scharnhorst 1000ft down in the
freezing ocean inside the Arctic Circle. His book tells for the first time the complete story of this important

World War II naval engagement and the eventual rediscovery of the ship.

At 1900 hours Scharnhorst departs Altafjord with the destroyers of the 4th Flotilla Kapitän zur See Rolf
Johannesson Z29 Z30 Z33 Z34 and Z38 to intercept the convoy JW55B of 19 ships. Scharnhorst No. Filiale

Scharnhorst Droote 62a 44328 Dortmund.

Scharnhorst Wreck,Scharnhorst

Scharnhorst and Gneisenau would depart from Brest and lead the Royal Navy to the south. Bunun sebebi ise.
The Scharnhorsts guns were mounted in 750ton triplegun turrets. Journal of Informetrics 3 3 161172 2009.
The Scharnhorst was the first to sink after suffering heavy damage from the guns of the Invincible and the

Inflexible. Abstract This paper opens our Famous Battle. The Scharnhorst family name was found in the USA
between 1880 and 1920. Meaning of Scharnhorst. The Scharnhorstclass was built with harder armor which
accounted for 40 of the ships weight. The Scharnhorsts guns were mounted in 750ton triplegun turrets named
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Anton and Bruno in the bow and Caesar on the stern. The Scharnhorst was a heavily armed ship of 26000
tons standard displacement.
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